Applying modern coexistence theory to priority effects
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Modern coexistence theory is increasingly used to explain how differences between competing species lead to coexistence versus competitive exclusion. Although research testing this theory has focused on deterministic cases of competitive exclusion, in which the same species always wins, mounting evidence suggests that competitive exclusion is often historically contingent, such that whichever species happens to arrive first excludes the other. Coexistence theory predicts that historically contingent exclusion, known as priority effects, will occur when large destabilizing differences (positive frequency-dependent growth rates of competitors), combined with small fitness differences (differences in competitors’ intrinsic growth rates and sensitivity to competition), create conditions under which neither species can invade an established population of its competitor. Here we extend the empirical application of modern coexistence theory to determine the conditions that promote priority effects. We conducted pairwise invasion tests with four strains of nectar-colonizing yeasts to determine how the destabilizing and fitness differences that drive priority effects are altered by two abiotic factors characterizing the nectar environment: sugar concentration and pH. We found that higher sugar concentrations increased the likelihood of priority effects by reducing fitness differences between competing species. In contrast, higher pH did not change the likelihood of priority effects, but instead made competition more neutral by bringing both fitness differences and destabilizing differences closer to zero. This study demonstrates how the empirical partitioning of priority effects into fitness and destabilizing components can elucidate the pathways through which environmental conditions shape competitive interactions.

Understanding when competing species coexist or exclude one another is a long-standing goal of ecology. The development and application of modern coexistence theory constitutes a major recent advance toward this goal (1, 2). This theory has been used to determine when species differences promote or preclude diversity (3), which traits underlie competitive interactions (4, 5), and how macroevolutionary processes contribute to coexistence (6, 7).

According to modern coexistence theory, competing species stably coexist when each species is able to invade an established population of the other, and this ability to invade is determined by the relative strength of two types of difference between the species (1, 2). First, fitness differences are differences in species’ growth rates and sensitivity to competition that cause one species to out-compete the other (y axis in Fig. 1). Second, stabilizing differences, sometimes called niche differences (1), lower the average effect of interspecific competition relative to intraspecific competition (x axis in Fig. 1). Positive stabilizing differences cause a species to be suppressed more strongly by conspecifics than heterospecifics, which promotes coexistence by allowing both species to invade when rare. In contrast, destabilizing differences (i.e., negative stabilizing differences) cause species to be more negatively impacted by heterospecifics than by conspecifics, which promotes mutual noninvasibility by allowing established species to exclude newly introduced species (2, 8). Destabilizing differences therefore result in historically contingent competitive exclusion, also known as priority effects (8). It is the magnitude of fitness difference relative to stabilizing or destabilizing differences that determines whether species exhibit coexistence, deterministic competitive exclusion (hereafter competitive exclusion), or priority effects (1, 2, 8–10). Strong fitness differences promote competitive exclusion (upper portion of Fig. 1), whereas weak fitness differences lead to either coexistence (lower right side of Fig. 1) or priority effects (lower left side of Fig. 1). In the special case in which stabilizing differences are absent and species have equal fitness (star in Fig. 1), species are functionally equivalent and their competitive interactions are neutral (1, 11).

Despite this simple conceptual framework, the link between priority effects and modern coexistence theory remains unexplored in empirical work (8, 9). Empirical tests of modern coexistence theory have reported destabilizing difference for an average of 17% of species interactions (SI Appendix, Table S1), but because these studies focused on coexistence versus competitive exclusion, species pairs exhibiting destabilizing differences were usually excluded from subsequent analyses. Likewise, research on priority effects has demonstrated how environmental conditions determine the degree to which early-arriving species impact late arrivals (12–14), but these studies have not approached this question within the framework of modern coexistence theory (9). Consequently, it remains unknown how environmental conditions alter the fitness and destabilizing differences that drive priority effects.

We suggest that a systematic understanding of the environmental conditions that promote priority effects can be achieved by
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Results
There was a strong competitive hierarchy among the four species such that Bumpy > Smooth > Gruessii > Rancensis. In other words, Bumpy could invade all species, Smooth could only invade Gruessii and Rancensis, Gruessii could only invade Rancensis, and Rancensis could not invade any other species (SI Appendix, Table S2). This hierarchy was maintained across all environmental conditions (SI Appendix, Fig. S1) so that an inferior species could never invade a dominant species. Under some conditions, however, an inferior species could prevent a dominant species from invading, resulting in priority effects (SI Appendix, Table S2).

The vast majority of pairwise interactions tested (>90%) exhibited destabilizing differences necessary for priority effects to emerge (Fig. 2A). Of the 32 species pair-by-environment combinations included in our analyses, 13 experienced priority effects (mutual noninvasibility), and 19 experienced competitive exclusion (one species could invade (Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, Table S2). Just under half of these outcomes were significant (6/13 priority effects and 8/19 competitive exclusion), meaning that the 95% confidence intervals did not cross the boundary line between priority effects and competitive exclusion. Although the effect of sugar and pH on yeast performance (in monoculture) varied across species, growth rates tended to increase with increasing pH, whereas sugar had a more variable effect (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).

Changes in both environmental gradients altered competitive dynamics, but only the sugar gradient changed the prevalence of priority effects. Priority effects were more likely at high sugar (dark lines in Fig. 2B), whereas competitive exclusion was more likely at low sugar (light lines in Fig. 2B) ($P < 0.001$). Although acidity did not affect the likelihood of priority effects ($P = 0.21$), competition became more neutral with increasing pH (blue lines are closest to the star in Fig. 2C). Interactions were also more neutral at high sugar, but only when pH was low or high (significant sugar x pH interaction, $P = 0.003$; Fig. 2C).

The observed effects of sugar and acidity on competitive outcomes and neutrality were driven by changes in fitness and destabilizing differences across our two environmental gradients. High sugar lowered fitness differences ($P = 0.02$, points shifted toward zero in Fig. 3A) but had no effect on destabilizing differences ($P = 0.18$; Fig. 3B), resulting in more priority effects in high-sugar conditions (Fig. 2B). In contrast, increasing pH dampened destabilizing differences ($P < 0.001$; points shifted toward zero in Fig. 3B) and had a weak dampening effect on fitness differences ($P = 0.10$; points shifted toward zero in Fig. 3A). This reduction of both types of species differences at high pH meant that under these conditions, species approached neutrality (Fig. 2C).

Discussion
By quantifying the fitness and destabilizing differences that jointly drive priority effects, our analysis revealed that two environmental gradients had fundamentally different effects on competition. High sugar levels increased the likelihood of priority effects by reducing fitness differences (Figs. 2B and 3A), demonstrating that conditions that equalize species’ competitive abilities can promote historically contingent competitive exclusion, even in the absence of changes to destabilizing differences. This result suggests that natural levels of variation in sugar content among flowers is sufficient to cause competitive exclusion in some communities and priority effects in others (18) (Fig. 2B). In contrast, high pH made competitive interactions more neutral by simultaneously reducing both fitness and destabilizing differences (Figs. 2C and 3A and B), suggesting that a reduction in nectar pH caused by acidifying bacteria may shift yeast communities from being nearly neutral to being characterized by strong species interactions (Fig. 2C). These results show how the application of modern coexistence theory to priority effects can provide new insight into the ways in which environmental conditions shape competitive dynamics.

![Conceptual framework demonstrating how shifts in fitness differences and stabilizing differences across an environmental gradient alter competitive outcomes and the neutrality of competitive interactions.](Image)
Previous research has revealed that productive environments (12, 16), high temperatures (13), and small habitat sizes (22) promote priority effects by allowing early arrivals to more strongly draw down shared resources and suppress late arrivals. However, this research tended to define priority effects broadly, as any negative impact of early arrivals on late arrivals, and to emphasize the role of resource depletion in precipitating the exclusion of the late arriving species (13, 16, 19, 23, 24). Under a mutual noninvasibility definition, priority effects are not caused simply by a depletion of resources that inhibits the invasion of a late arriver, but rather emerge as a consequence of positive frequency-dependent growth (i.e., destabilizing differences) (8–10, 25). In this experiment, our replenishment of amino acid resources (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), the inability of concentrated amino acid additions to reverse most cases of priority effects (SI Appendix, Figs. S3 and S4), and the stable or increasing population sizes of the initial species at 2 d when the invader was added (SI Appendix, Fig. S5) all suggest that resource depletion alone was not the underlying cause of the priority effects we observed. Our use of a mutual noninvasibility definition of priority effects represents an emerging approach to studying historically contingent exclusion that is in line with both coexistence theory (8–10) and research on alternative stable and transient states (26, 27).

In this and other systems, identifying the mechanisms that produce positive frequency-dependent growth and cause environmental conditions to affect fitness and stabilizing differences will require a detailed analysis of how species alter and respond to the environment (28, 29). As with previous modern coexistence research focused on elucidating the consequences of interspecific and intraspecific density dependence (1, 2, 28), our experiment was not designed to uncover these mechanisms. However, classic and contemporary research can inform hypotheses about likely mechanisms. For example, the changes in fitness and stabilizing differences along pH and sugar gradients that we observed are consistent with the theoretical prediction that environmental change that alters species’ requirement for a substitutable resource (e.g., amino acids) will alter fitness and/or stabilizing differences (29). Likewise, positive frequency dependence in other systems has been shown to be the result of a species depleting more of the resource on which a competitor is most limited (30) or altering the local nonresource environment in a way that benefits itself and harms its competitors (e.g., plant–soil feedbacks) (31). In our system, amino acid concentrations, pH, and sugar in nectar are major determinants of yeast population growth rates (15, 16, 18, 19, 32). Our focal species had only minor effects on pH and sugar levels (SI Appendix), and priority effects were mostly maintained following large additions of amino acids (SI Appendix). These results suggest that rather than feedbacks in pH, sugar, or total resource availability, more subtle shifts in resource composition or chemical inhibitors may have caused the positive frequency dependence that we observed. For example, differences among yeast species in the consumption and requirement of the 22 amino acids provided in our synthetic nectar may underlie the observed destabilizing differences (16). Additionally, some species of yeast produce toxins that inhibit or kill competitors (33), whereas others secrete enzymes that help conspecifics break down sucrose (34). These mechanisms could promote positive frequency dependence by increasing the strength of interspecific competition relative to intraspecific competition. A detailed investigation into the full range of mechanisms that can produce positive frequency dependence in this and other systems will be an important next step for coexistence research.

Priority effects were common in this experiment, with mutual noninvasibility occurring across all environments and all but one species pair and characterizing 41% of competitive outcomes (SI Appendix, Table S2). Because the method that we used to calculate fitness and stabilizing differences and to determine the prevalence of priority effects can be sensitive to the timing of both resource additions and the introduction of the invading species, we took several measures to ensure that our experimental methods matched
Our model’s assumptions and to verify that any biases were not driving our results (SI Appendix). Specifically, if the invading species were introduced too late or resources were not replenished frequently enough, resources could be depleted to the point of extinction, which would impede invasion and lead to an overestimation of priority effects. The results of a supplementary experiment, in which few cases of priority effects were reversed by the addition of high concentrations of amino acids, indicate that complete resource depletion was not responsible for the low levels of invasibility that we observed (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). In contrast, if the invading species were introduced before the resident species reached equilibrium (which would be most likely under slow-growth conditions), invasion would be facilitated and priority effects underestimated. The observation that our slowest-growth condition (low pH) was associated with low invasion rates, strong destabilizing differences (Fig. 3B), and a high frequency of priority effects (Fig. 24) indicates that the inability of the first species to reach equilibrium under slow-growth conditions was not driving the trends we observed. The results of supplementary analyses using only the treatments where yeast had reached carrying capacity by 48 h also support this conclusion (SI Appendix, Figs. S7 and S8).

The prevalence of destabilizing differences we report is supported by previous empirical coexistence research that indicates that this outcome occurs regularly in other systems (SI Appendix, Table S1); evidence of destabilizing differences in terrestrial plants (4, 6, 7) and algae (21) highlights the need to incorporate priority effects as a third outcome alongside coexistence and competitive exclusion (8, 9). Mutual noninvasibility may be more common across ecological systems than currently recognized, which could affect patterns of local and regional diversity. For example, no species pairs in this study exhibited mutual invasibility, a prerequisite for local (within-flower) coexistence, despite the fact that regional (across-flower) coexistence of these species is common in the field (35). However, local priority effects can help maintain or even promote regional diversity if different assemblages of species dominate different habitat patches (35, 36). Likewise, metacommunity theory predicts that strong competitive hierarchies, such as those observed here, can promote regional diversity of species dispersing and competing across a landscape of habitat patches whenever strong competitors are also weak dispersers (37). More research is needed to understand how local coexistence outcomes, and priority effects in particular, scale up to influence regional patterns of diversity.

Understanding the conditions under which strong versus weak species’ differences drive competitive interactions can provide insight into the sensitivity of observed competitive outcomes to perturbations (1). For example, neutral species interactions produce competitive outcomes that are sensitive to demographic stochasticity and disturbances that alter species’ abundances, due to the absence of frequency-dependent population regulation (1, 2, 9). Consequently, competitive outcomes characterized by high fitness differences or strong destabilizing differences (e.g., black square in Fig. 1 and pink lines in Fig. 2C) should be less affected by perturbations and drift than interactions with near-zero stabilizing differences and low fitness differences (e.g., light gray square in Fig. 1 and dark blue lines Fig. 2C). Previous research has suggested that neutral interactions are common in hyperdiverse communities (11), among close relatives (38), and when dispersal is limited (39). In our system, both fitness and destabilizing differences were weak at high pH, indicating that benign conditions were associated with reduced species differences and more neutral interactions (Figs. 2C and 3). This finding complements previous work by suggesting a potential association between the harshness of environmental conditions, the neutrality of species interactions, and the sensitivity of competitive outcomes to perturbations. Whether this association emerges in other systems remains to be tested.

Previous efforts to characterize fitness and stabilizing differences have been conducted primarily with annual plants, and usually in a single environment (SI Appendix, Table S1). This is in part because models for determining fitness and stabilizing differences have been developed for annual plants (40), and estimating the parameters required for these metrics is labor-intensive even for a single environment. However, the approach used here [i.e., directly measuring invasibility and using the equations from Carroll et al. (20) to estimate fitness and stabilizing differences] eliminates some of the system specificity and experimental labor of previously used methods. In experimental systems that meet the model assumptions of Carroll et al.’s (20) method, the approach we took here could be used to investigate changes in fitness and stabilizing differences across environments. Any abiotic gradient (e.g., water availability) or biotic gradient (e.g., predator or pathogen abundance) that alters fitness or stabilizing differences could induce shifts in competitive outcomes (6, 41) and neutrality. In systems characterized by positive stabilizing differences (right side of Fig. 1), examining correlated changes in fitness and stabilizing differences could also be informative. In this case, positively correlated shifts in fitness and stabilizing differences would shift the neutrality of competitive interactions, whereas negatively correlated shifts would alter whether pairs experience exclusion or coexistence. Investigating how environmental variation affects species differences and how these differences determine competitive outcomes in a wider range of systems will help link experimental results to patterns of local and regional diversity across heterogeneous landscapes.

Our study builds on a growing body of research demonstrating that partitioning competition into fitness and stabilizing differences facilitates a deeper understanding of species interactions (1, 10, 21, 29, 42). The continued integration of priority effects into modern coexistence theory promises to provide new insights into the full range of coexistence outcomes that manifest from competitive...
interactions, the role that species differences play in driving these outcomes, and the pathways through which local environmental conditions drive patterns of coexistence and diversity.

Methods

Study System. We used an experimental system of yeasts that are found in floral nectar. Along with several species of bacteria, these yeasts inhabit the floral nectar of many plant species and are moved between flowers by flower-visiting animals such as hummingbirds (43) and bees (44). These microbes appear to be regularly introduced into floral nectar at low density and rapidly reproduce to reach concentrations of thousands of cells per microliter (16).

Nectar microbe communities are less diverse than most microbial systems, presumably as a result of the harsh nectar environment characterized by high sugar concentrations and low concentrations of amino acids that constitute these species’ primary resource (15–17, 32). Sugars in nectar reach concentrations of 20–40% (15, 18), and although nectar yeasts consume sugar, high sugar can cause osmotic stress that reduces yeast growth (17, 18). In contrast, nitrogen is limited in nectar (often <0.1 mM concentration) and occurs primarily as amino acids that are consumed by nectar microbes (45). Finally, bacteria that colonize nectar (e.g., species of Acinetobacter and Neopokamataea) medium-photonectars to the desired levels and measured nectar pH with a pH meter (Accumet excel pH meter; Fisher Scientific). To all nectar types, we added amino acids from digested casein, which has a similar amino acid profile to simulate natural interplant and intraplant variation in sugar levels (18). We used 0.1 M hydrochloric acid to lower the pH of the low- and high-sugar nectar to the desired levels and measured nectar pH with a pH meter (Accumet excel pH meter; Fisher Scientific).

Experiment. To mimic nectar floral nectar, we used 200-LL wells in a 96-well PCR plate (USA Scientific), each filled with 9 mL of artificial nectar containing water, amino acids, and sucrose (16). We had six environmental treatments consisting of a fully crossed combination of three pH levels [low pH (3.2), medium pH (5.4), and high pH (6.1)] to simulate the variation in acidity caused by nectar-colonizing bacteria (18, 19) and two sucrose levels [low (20% wt/vol) and high (40% wt/vol)] to simulate natural interplant and intraplant variation in sugar levels (18). We used 0.1 M hydrochloric acid to lower the pH of the low- and medium-photonectars to the desired levels and measured nectar pH with a pH meter (Accumet excel pH meter; Fisher Scientific). To all nectar types, we added amino acids from digested casein, which has a similar amino acid profile as flower nectar (45). We gave all nectars a total amino acid concentration of 0.316 mM, which approximates moderate amino acid availability in floral nectar (16). Nectar was filtered through a 0.2-μm filter before use.

Our experiment included four species, for a total of six possible pairwise co-occurrences. For simplicity, this paper will discuss two species that constitute one of our six environmental treatments (nectar types), we determined each species’ growth rate in monoculture and growth rate when invading its competitor to calculate fitness and stabilizing differences (ref. 21; see SI Appendix, Fig. S2, for experimental procedure). To do this, we introduced each of our four species at low density into three replicate wells on day 1 of the experiment, allowed these to grow for 48 h at 27 °C, and determined the population sizes of both species at 96 h. This procedure for four times for a total of eight replicates per treatment. We plated samples from the replicates on yeast malt agar (YMA) plates to determine cell densities at 0, 48, and 96 h (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). The number of colony forming units (CFU) on YMA plates has been shown to be correlated to the number of yeast cells in solution (15).

Calculation of Fitness Differences and Stabilizing Differences. We calculated the growth rate of each species when grown in monoculture (μi,0) and when invading a competitor j (μi,j) as

$$\mu_i = \frac{1}{T} \ln \frac{N_i}{N_0}$$

where x = 0 or j, T is 2 d, and N0 and N are cell densities (CFU/mL) when the focal species was added (at 0 h for monoculture and at 48 h for invading) and 2 d later (at 48 h when in monoculture and 96 h when invading). We added a constant of 1 to D0 and D to allow for growth rate calculations when no cells were detected by plating at either time point due to low cell densities.

We then used the equations for estimating fitness differences and stabilizing differences that were described by Carroll et al. (20) and have been applied empirically in experiments with algae (21) and bacteria (42). This approach uses direct measurements of monoculture and invading growth rates to calculate species’ sensitivities to competition, so it is well suited to rapid systems such as ours where the outcome of competition can be directly observed. The direct measurement of invasion success also eliminates the need for system-specific models to estimate invading growth rates (4, 6, 7). In addition, because competitive effects are evaluated at the extremes (when one species is at equilibrium and the other is at near-zero abundances), this approach is relatively robust to deviations from the assumptions of linear consumer responses and constant competition coefficients underlying Lotka–Volterra dynamics (2). Two related assumptions of these models are that the first species is at equilibrium when the second (invader) species is introduced and that the complete elimination of shared resources by the first species does not prevent the invasion of the second species (20); we conducted several additional experiments and analyses to ensure that these two assumptions were met (Discussion and SI Appendix).

We calculated each species’ sensitivity to competition for each replicate as the extent to which its per capita growth rate was reduced when invading a population of its competitor (μi,k) compared with when it was grown in monoculture (μi,0) (20, 21):

$$S_{ij} = \frac{\mu_i - \mu_{ij}}{\mu_{i,0}}$$

When $S_{ij} < 1$, this indicates that i can invade j, and when $S_{ij} > 1$, i cannot invade j. We used these sensitivities to calculate the fitness difference (FD) and stabilizing difference (SD) for each species pair. Fitness differences cause species’ sensitivities to diverge (1, 2, 20) and are calculated for species indexed such that $S_{ij} > S_{ji}$ as the geometric standard deviation of the two species’ sensitivities to competition with one another:

$$FD = \sqrt{S_{ij}/S_{ji}}$$

Stabilizing differences are defined as differences that reduce both species’ sensitivities to interspecific competition and are calculated for species pair i and j as 1 minus the geometric mean of both species’ sensitivities:

$$SD = 1 - \sqrt{S_{ij}/S_{ji}}$$

When both species have low sensitivity to interspecific competition, the term under the square root will be small, and stabilizing differences will be positive. However, when both species are sensitive to interspecific competition such that invading growth rates are negative for both species, the term under the square root will be large, and stabilizing differences will be negative (i.e., destabilizing differences will result). Note that although $S_{ij}$ and $S_{ji}$ are properties of species i and j, respectively, fitness differences and stabilizing differences are properties of the species pair.

Eqs. 3 and 4 have been used previously to examine cases in which stabilizing differences are positive, and species pairs experience either coexistence or competitive exclusion (20, 21, 42). Here we extend this method to describe cases
in which stabilizing differences are negative, to outline the relative values of fitness differences and stabilizing differences that produce priority effects vs. competitive exclusion. For priority effects to occur, both species must be unable to invade in the presence of an established population of the other, meaning that $S_j$ and $S_i$ are both greater than 1. Given that $S_j > S_i$ (above), this condition is met when $S_j > 1$. This inequality can be expressed in terms of fitness and stabilizing differences by dividing both sides by $\sqrt{S_j S_i}$ and simplifying, such that $S_j \frac{S_i}{S_j} - S_i > 0$. This inequality can then be expressed in terms of fitness and stabilizing differences by using the definitions in Eqs. 3 and 4: $FD = 1 - SD$. This inequality is represented by the line separating priority effects from competitive exclusion in Figs. 1 and 2. When $FD > 1$, neither species can invade when rare, and priority effects occur. When stabilizing differences are negative but $FD > 1$, only some species (i.e., the species that is less sensitive to competition, as defined in Eq. 3) can invade when rare, and competitive exclusion occurs. We calculated fitness differences and stabilizing differences for each replicate and used these to determine the mean fitness differences and stabilizing differences for each species pair in each environment (SI Appendix).

Data Analysis. To quantify the likelihood of competitive exclusion vs. priority effects in each nectar environment, we calculated the log ratio of fitness differences to stabilizing differences for each environment across all species pairs as $\log(\text{FD/1−SD})$. When stabilizing differences are negative (but all three pair-by-environment combinations in this experiment), a value of this ratio $>1$ indicates that in that environment, species pairs fall above the line separating priority effects and competitive exclusion, and competitive exclusion occurs (middle zone of Fig. 1). When this ratio is $<1$, species pairs fall below the line, and priority effects occur (bottom left zone of Fig. 1). We excluded the three cases in which stabilizing differences were positive from this analysis.

To quantify the neutrality of competitive interactions in each nectar environment, we calculated the Euclidean distance between each point (i.e., the average fitness differences and stabilizing differences for each species pair-by-environment combination) and the point at which $SD = 0$ and $FD = 1$. This origin is characterized by fitness equivalence and an absence of stabilizing differences, indicating that species are functionally identical and that interactions are neutral (1). To determine the effect of our pH and sugar treatments on competitive outcomes, the distance to neutrality, and fitness differences and stabilizing differences, we ran four separate mixed effects models. Each model had pH and sugar as predictors and either the log ratio of fitness differences to stabilizing differences, the distance to neutrality ($SD = 0$, $FD = 1$), fitness differences, or stabilizing differences as the response and species pair as a random factor (details in SI Appendix). All analyses were conducted in R (v. 3.2.4). Data supporting this research are available on the Dryad Digital Repository (48).
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